Overview

Use this cross-reference job aid to understand how to navigate to specific UCPath pages using either the Classic Menu or Fluid navigation.

UCPath provides two role-based methods to navigate to specific pages: Classic and Fluid.

Classic Menu navigation is the original method and involves selecting topic folders, sub-folders and then the specific page needed. The navigation string is often referred to as a "bread-crumbs trail".

It looks like this:

![Classic Menu Navigation Example](image1)

Fluid navigation is a newer method that involves selecting module Homepages, topic tiles, topic folders and then the specific page needed. This is the default method.

It looks like this:

![Fluid Navigation Example](image2)

Best Practice

The best way to navigate to a page in UCPath is:

1. Use the Global Search box to find the page you are looking for.
2. Consider adding the page to your Favorites for easy and quick navigation in the future.

Refer to the Job Aid: UCPath Basics and Navigation for more information.